
WS-Range

WS-46 & WS-47

Automatic turntable pallet wrapping machine range 

The integrated roller conveyor with narrow pitch rollers ensures a 

safe and smooth movement of all types of pallet. The WS 46/47 

machines are fitted with state-of-the-art motorized MAILLIS PW 

spool carriage for up to 300% pre-stretch and easy film inser-

tion (No Thread®). Machines also include, as  standard,  clamping, 

cutting and brushing unit for stretch film treatment at the end of 

cycles. The WS range models are equipped with Siemens® PLC 

and touch screen HMI for more intuitive control and advanced 

features.

On WS range models it is possible to determine the required PLr.

for more details:

The WS 46/47 models are fully automatic rota-

ting turnatable stretch wrapping machines.

These machines are designed for low to me-

dium duty wrapping applications. WS46/47 

machines are available in different configura-

tions, with the possibility of 90° pallet in-feed 

and out-feed mode.

Touch screen detail

Strong “crown bearing” for turntable support and drives PW carriage - Motorized roping system
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Components detail
The new PW-VIKING carriage 

provides the most advanced and 

reliable pre-stretch technology.

The PW-VIKING carriage has two 

servo-motors controlled by vec-

torial inverters, allowing the end 

users to adjust electronically the 

pre-stretch ratio.

The two controllers are con-

nected to the PLC by Bluetooth®.

All communication is sent via 

Bluetooth® wireless technology 

with less wear and tear; fewer 

parts need to be replaced on the 

rotating collector.

Bluetooth® connection combined with high performance Wulftec Blue Rollers® 

ensures the best pre-stretch reliability in the market (from 10% up to 400%).

This innovative carriage will allow end users to have total control of all wrapping 

parameters. In this way, extraordinary resistance and optimal holding force of 

the film can be easily achieved according to palletized product features and film 

properties, at the lowest possible film consumption.

PW Viking innovative software allows automatic pre-stretch adjustment at the 

optimal ratio according to film properties.

Automatic lines

Motorized rollers conveyor

New compact clamp 

developed for a perfect 

and quick film welding


